Match Report
London Division 2 (South East)
Maidstone FC 62 v Ashford RFC 5
Played at The Mote, Maidstone, Saturday 20th Dec, 2014

Maidstone entered the second half of the league campaign with a solid and convincing
win over an Ashford side that despite their lower half league position, have posed problems for a number of the division’s so-called ‘big guns’. In September’s early season win
against the mid-Kent club, Head Coach Paul
Hathaway felt the side which had yet to fully
gel as a team, had failed to implement some
of the basic fundamentals of the game; and
whilst the county town club still ran out winners on that occasion, there was a feeling
that the margin of victory could and probably
should have been greater. That was not the
case in this fixture, which despite being a
scrappy performance in parts and lacking
the same sustained level of continuity and
fluency as previous fixtures; but still saw the county town club sign off 2014 in some style
with ten tries carrying them to a convincing 62-5 victory.
Against a young Ashford side that possess something of an ‘attack from anywhere’
ethos, Maidstone certainly did not underestimate their visitors, however, it was the visitors enthusiasm to run the ball that was their undoing, as Maidstone’s defence were able
to police the visitors attacks when not in possession, and with the ball in hand allow their
own penetrative loose forwards and back division to pierce holes in the Ashford defence
at regular intervals, with six first half tries putting the match beyond the visitors reach by
the interval.
The side saw a number of changes from the previous week’s outing against Deal; in the pack
Will Fox started in the front row with Neil Graves
in the back row. The back division saw a number of changes a rejigged back three that consisted of Olly Newton, Alex Eastwood and James
Douglas at fullback, with Nick Childs moving to
the No9 slot. The bench featured Joel Byford,
Jack Lamb and Euan Caborn.

With the home side kicking off they held the
Ashford side at bay in their own 22m for the
first couple of minutes, and with the visitors
demonstrating their intention to run the ball
from the outset, the error was forced to give
Maidstone their first attacking platform. The
resultant scrum saw the ball carried up by the
midfield backs and the subsequent recycled
ball saw Josh Pankhurst running on at pace to
cross just to the left of the posts with barely two minutes on the clock, the kick was a
formality for Childs and with an early 7-0 lead the Maidstone juggernaut had started to
roll. Despite this fast start it wasn’t until near the end of the first quarter that the scoreboard ticked over again; with Ashford having the lion’s share of early possession without
ever really troubling the home defence, and
once the hosts had their hands on the ball
the difference between the sides was again
starkly revealed. From a set scrum Maidstone were able to drive into the Ashford
22m and when the visitors were penalised
a quick tap penalty saw skipper Ben Williams on hand to take the scoring pass and
cross to the left of the posts. With Childs
adding the extras the hosts were 14-points
to the good. This was increased to a 21-point lead when Williams fielded the restart and
made a penetrating run into the heart of the Ashford defence beating several defenders
to make ground before feeding right wing Eastwood who outstripped the covering defence from 40m out to cross and touchdown under the posts.
It wasn’t until just past the half-hour mark until Ashford exerted any real pressure on the
Maidstone line, having forced their way into the home 22m a deft chip through almost
turned the home defence, forcing the home side to carry the ball over their own line to
touch down. The resultant 5m scrum saw a
brief further period of Ashford pressure before
Maidstone turned the ball over and broke out
of defence.
With an Ashford infringement providing the
opportunity to apply pressure from the resultant lineout, Maidstone were on the scoreboard
again as the initial drive committed the visiting
defence allowing scrum-half Childs to break
from the base of the maul to cross under the posts, with the conversion a formality Maidstone were 28-0 to the good and had secured the bonus point.
The match was effectively put out of Ashford’s reach two minutes later when Ashford
were again penalised in midfield, the resultant penalty lineout on the visitors 22m saw
Maidstone vary their options and with move round the front of the line that saw Mike Werahiko beat several defenders to cross in the right corner; an excellent conversion by
Childs to the score to 35 without reply. Maidstone completed the first half scoring just before
the interval when, following an initial Jamie Perigo break from halfway, Graves and James Iles
combined to release left wing Newton to score in
the corner for what would be the first of his hattrick of tries and give the home side a comfortable 40-0 lead at the interval.
With Maidstone’s recent outings having featured

strong second half performances it might have been expected that the
home side would continue to steamroller the opposition; especially when
Maidstone appeared to have picked up the second half in the same vein
as the finished the first, when a Werahiko break carried on by Lenny Van
de Velde was only just halted just short of the line, the recycled ball was
quickly transferred to winger Newton to cross in the corner and extend the
lead. To their credit Ashford continued to contest the ball and remained
competitive throughout the remainder of the match and did have periods
when they exerted pressure. However, too often Maidstone were able to
break out of defence and a Perigo break from the home 22m on the 50
minute mark saw Newton released just inside the Ashford half to outpace the defence and complete his hat-trick and
bring up the half-century of points. At this point Maidstone took the opportunity to make changes with Byford, Caborn and Lamb entering the fray. The end of the third quarter brought Ashford some reward for their afternoon’s
efforts; following a period of pressure in the Maidstone 22m the home side were penalised and some quick thinking
by centre Rory Beech saw a deftly placed crossfield kick for right winger Ian Fussell to field and touch down.
The final quarter saw two more Maidstone scores, the first coming from a
set scrum which saw Perigo carry the ball forward, in a similar move to
his first score the recycled ball was fed to Pankhurst running on a pace
to cross to the right of the posts for his second try of the match with
Childs adding the extras. The home side rounded out the scoring following another period of pressure in the Ashford 22m when following a couple of lineouts the ball eventually came to Perigo who had instigated so
many of the afternoons attacks, to touchdown 15m in from the left touchline for his own score and bring the final tally to 62-5.
In summary, this was a strange match in many ways, with Maidstone
playing their rugby in bursts and not always showing the fluency of their
previous outings, and whilst Ashford had their fair share of possession, their enthusiasm to move the ball wide too
early made their attacks relatively comfortable to police. By contrast, Maidstone’s more structured approach and
direct running always meant that they looked the more threatening and had far more penetration to their attacking
play.
Maidstone: Williams, Pankhurst, Fox, Iles M, Iles J, Cranston, Graves, Werahiko, Childs, Skelton, Newton, Perigo,
Van de Velde, Eastwood, Douglas. Replacements: Byford, Lamb, Caborn

